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Abstract—As a result of the ambiguity and complexity
surrounding anaerobic digester foaming, efforts have been made by
various researchers to understand the process of anaerobic digester
foaming so as to proffer a solution that can be universally applied
rather than site specific. All attempts ranging from experimental
analysis to comparative review of other process has not fully
explained the conditions and process of foaming in anaerobic
digester. Studying the current available knowledge on foam
formation and relating it to anaerobic digester process and operating
condition, this piece of work presents a succinct and enhanced
understanding of foaming in anaerobic digesters as well as
introducing a simple method to identify the onset of anaerobic
digester foaming based on analysis of historical data from a field
scale system.

Keywords—Anaerobic digester, foam, biogas, surfactants,
wastewater sludge.
I. INTRODUCTION

F

OAMING has been a continuous and threatening problem
amid the various challenges experienced in the operation
of anaerobic digester (AD). AD foaming is highly unpleasant
with potential loss of active digester volume, structural
damage, spillage, damage to the gas-handling system and
subsequent reduction in biogas production. In general when
foaming occurs in AD, it tends to reduce the production of gas
by up to 40% [10]. This was illustrated in a survey by the
American Society of Civil Engineers reporting half of all ADs
to have experienced foaming at least once during their
operating lifetime [6]. A further survey of foaming in ADs in
wastewater treatment plants in USA carried out from April to
August 2011 showed that out of the 39 plants surveyed, 32
had experienced foaming in the past five years or were
presently undergoing foaming [16]. The identified causes
included: presence of foam causing filamentous
microorganisms, fats/oil/grease (FOG) and feed sludge quality
[16]. A similar survey carried out in Spain showed, out of 38
plants that responded to the survey, 23 of them had
experienced foaming with the causes being attributed to
sludge characteristics and operating factors [13].
Several researchers have investigated AD foaming with
reports that do not represent a systematic study of foaming
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occurrence [7]. Some of these studies were either based on
heuristic knowledge from site operators or inferred knowledge
from foaming reports in other biological systems. For
example, [11] carried out a comparative review of foam
formation in biogas plants and ruminant bloat. Reference [7]
related the wider knowledge of a well-studied problem of
biological foaming in activated sludge process to provide
useful information on understanding the process of foaming in
AD. A review of mechanistic multidimensional knowledge by
[17] was used to analyse AD foaming with the aim of
developing a better relationship between AD foam
characteristics to process and operational factors.
Notwithstanding these scholarly works, there still exist some
opacity on the influence of AD process/operating conditions
on foam formation and stabilisation in AD. Hence, in this
study, a further effort was channeled towards clarifying the
uncertainty surrounding foam initiation and stabilisation by
studying current reports on foam formation in biological
systems and relating it to AD operating conditions. In
addition, a simple and novel method to monitor the onset of
AD foaming was developed by statistically analyzing
historical data from a foaming and non-foaming anaerobic
digester.
II. FOAM
Most foam occurs as a medium of gas trapped in thin fluid
film with or without particles and may be represented as a
solid in three dimensions with flat polygonal faces (films),
straight edges (plateau) and sharp corners or vertices
(Junctions) [8], [18]. Film is the most obvious feature of a
foam and separates the gas bubbles which are forced together
to form the foam. The films meet along a line or curve known
as the plateau borders. These are interstitial channel filled with
liquid that meet at junctions to form an interconnected
network. Understanding this intricate foam structure is
essential in appreciating the dependency of changing aspects
of foam from formation to stability/collapse on a microscale
fluid flow and macroscale motion of foam bubbles making up
the foam structure [15]. Thus, foam can further be classified
based on how easy the foam is generated and the extent to
which it could remain stable before it collapses to liquid.
Consequently, foam can either be stable, metastable or
unstable [3], [8], [20].
In subsequent paragraph, we will be looking at factors that
affect foam formation and stabilistaion as well as relating such
conditions to what is prevalent in AD.
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A. Foam Form
mation
Gas-liquid-paarticle mixtures (such as thhose found inn AD)
wer the
wiill foam onlyy when surfaactants are prresent to low
suurface tension of the liquid aand trap gas bbubbles as theyy blow
upp. Thus, chem
mically pure liiquids do not foam. Usuallly, the
deeveloped foam
m is made upp of about 80%
8
gas. Eveeryday
fooaming experieence ranges frrom soap bubbbles to beer buubbles
ass it is poured iinto a glass. IIn each case tthere is presennce of,
liqquid (surfactannt) and bubblees (gas).
B. Foam Stabbility
Foam stabilitty and collapsse are very cruucial in foam life as
they determine the intrinsic qqualities of foam. It is difficult to
exxplain foam sttability separaately from foaam collapse aas they
arre two inevitaable conditionns. This meanns that, foam when
foormed will eitther stabilise or
o collapse. B
Basically, foam
ms are
unnstable and wiill likely collappse to a liquidd which is its llowest
ennergy state [8]. This usually occurs becausse foam film tthough
seeemingly stablle, will burstss at hundreds of centimeteers per
seecond, initiatinng a visible reearrangement of bubble asssembly
through surfacee and fluid foorces occurrinng over less tthan a
seecond [15].
It has been noted by [8]] that the inttense adsorptiion of
suurfactants at thhe walls of thhe bubble oppooses the collaapse of
fooam. The surfaactants adsorbb on the bubble walls as thhey are
booth hydrophobic and hyddrophilic. Thee hydrophobicc sect
whhich often hass an organic sttructure tends to move awayy from
the fluid while the hydrophillic group whicch is either poolar or
when dissolved in water m
moves
haave charges thhat separate w
toward the fluiid forming [88]. In additioon, an increm
ment in
suurface tensionn is observedd whenever a film is sudddenly
strretched locallly (such as mixing), resuulting in increased
oppposition to thhe destabilisingg force [18].
Coarsening iss the gradual change of thee foam structuure due
to gas diffusioon through thhe films whicch is dependeent on
Small bubbless have
prressure differeences betweeen bubbles. S
high pressure annd disappear quickly
q
as theey lose gas to bigger
buubbles. As thiis happens, avverage foam size increases with
tim
me as foam cooarsens.
The ratio of liquid contentt to foam is vvery importantt when
coonsidering foaam stability. L
Liquid fractionn in foam can range
froom zero to abbout 35%, thee wet limit, att which the buubbles
coome apart [18]]. Whenever there
t
is a set amount of liqquid in
the foam, it tennds to drain duue to the influuence of graviity and
local variations in pressure thhrough films, Plateau bordeers and
junnctions of thee static foam structure. Thhis is in accorrdance
wiith the hydrostatic pressurre law necessary for equiliibrium
unnder gravity and also deppends on the type of surffactant
doominating in thhe liquid [8].
Disjoining ppressure is essentially the mutually reppulsive
foorce between two faces off a film whiich opposes ffurther
thinning. The fiilm thickness at which equiilibrium is achhieved
is determined bby the balancee between the disjoining prressure
annd the bulk pressure of thee liquid. The disjoining prressure
increases as disstance betweeen the films ddecreases whiile the
buulk pressure ddecreases to laarge negative values as the liquid
fraaction of thee foam decreeases [18]. Thus, if thinnning is
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oppposed, then thee rate at whichh the foam collapse decliness. On
the other hand, tthe presence of
o particles hhas been show
wn to
acceelerate foam collapse as shown in Fig. 1. Referencee [8]
founnd that fluidiized solid paarticles are att zero order, thus
actinng as stationaary objects ovver which liquuid could passs. In
adddition, solid paarticles increaase the effectiive density off the
f
gas bubble thereeby compellinng the gas too rise at a faster
i gas holdupp as buoyanccy is
veloocity causing a decrease in
propportional to thhe difference bbetween the ggas density andd the
density of the liqquid plus solidd mixture [8]. This providess less
timee for emulsificcation of the bbubbles by suurfactants resuulting
in leess foam form
mation and stabbility.

Fig. 1 Effect of solidd particles on fooaming

III. ANAEROBIC DIGESTION BA
ASICS
R
Reference [1] pointed outt that the ennergy in sew
wage
(theermal, chemicaal and mechannical) is 2-4 tim
mes the amouunt of
enerrgy employedd in treating itt and thus shoould be adequaately
harnnessed using anaerobic ddigestion. Annaerobic digestion
(AD
DN) is a multti-stage biocheemical processs which stabiilises
orgaanic matter inn an environnment devoid of oxygen uusing
anaeerobic micro--organisms. A well-functioning digester will
reduuce the volum
me of waste w
while producinng biogas madde up
of predominantlly methane (~60%) andd carbon diooxide
(~400%), as well as, impuritiees such as hyydrogen sulphhide,
moiisture and siloxxanes [18].
TAB
BLE I
MOLECULAR WEEIGHT AND DENSITY OF MAJOR GASSES
A
PRESENT IN
N
ANAEROBIIC DIGESTER
Gas
Formula
Density(kg//m3)
Molecular weighht
Ammonia
NH3
17.031
0.769
C
Carbon dioxide
CO2
44.01
1.977
Hydrogen
H2
2.016
0.0899
34.076
3.74
H2S
Hyydrogen Sulphide
16.043
0.717
Methane
CH4
28.02
1.165
N2
Nitrogen

D
During anaerrobic digesttion, intracellular/extracelllular
enzyymes producced by different types oof microorgannism
bactteria act as faacilitators whiile, solid retenntion time (SR
RT) ,
hyddraulic retentioon time (HRT
T), alkalinity, absence of ttoxic
subsstances, bioavvailability off nutrients/trace elements, pH,
tem
mperature and ggas concentrattion play veryy significant roole in
ensuuring the proccess efficiencyy [4]. In Table II, the ideal range
r
for tthese operatinng parameters is enlisted as ttarget.
A
Amongst the ooperating factoors, the digesteer retention tim
me is
veryy important as it form the basis for sizing ADs to ennsure
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SRT is
suufficient stabillization of thee system. Callculation of S
ceentered on the mass of solidds in the digesster and the m
mass of
digestate removved daily whille HRT is calcculated based on the
HRT if
voolume of AD aand digestate rremoved dailyy. SRT equal H
suupernatant draw
w off is not done
d
[5]. In teerms of toxicitty, the
prrocess of anaaerobic digesttion could bee very sensittive to
ceertain compouunds, such ass sulfides, voolatile acids, heavy
m
metals, calcium
m, sodium, potassium, dissolved oxxygen,
am
mmonia, and chlorinated organic com
mpounds at vvarious
cooncentrations. Most of thesse inhibitory compounds aare not
isssue of great aas they occurr at a very loow concentrattion in
waastewater activvated sludge.
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1. AD feed

3. Disintegraation

4. Hydrolysis

•Comp
posite particulate material
madee up of Biodegraadable and Ineert
(Soluble and particulate)
•Carbo
ohydrate, Lipidss, Protein

•Monosacharides,LLong chain fattty
acid, Amino acids
•Propionic, butyric,, Valeric, Acetiic

5. Acidogenesis

6. Acetogenesis

•Acetic acid, Hydroggen

and
addditional activitties of hydroggen utilising methanogenic
m
acettoclastic methhanogens, metthane is form
med [4]. Referrence
[14]] pointed out tthat since methhane formers are more senssitive
to eenvironmentall factors and m
more difficultt to reproducee; its
activities are eassily inhibited. This compeel the design and
operation of AD
D to best ssuit the requuirements off the
Ds are designned as mesopphilic
metthanogens. Heence, most AD
(30––38°C) with several othher types off AD basedd on
moddification of operating coonditions. Too ensure thatt the
digeester is runninng at optimal ccapacity, the conditions
c
listeed in
Tabble II must be maintained. T
This can be achhieved by freqquent
monnitoring of thee system to ennsure compliannce. Reference [5]
noteed that monitooring the trendd in variation oof these condittions
to assist
a
in makinng vital decisiion about the digester operaation
is m
more crucial compared to obtaining a single
s
increasse or
decrrease in the vaalue of the opeerating conditiions.
TAB
BLE II
MA
AJOR CONDITIONS
S FOR MESOPHILIC
C DIGESTER TO FU
UNCTION OPTIMA
ALLY
Sampple
Parameter
Target
Rate
locattion
Temperature ((°C)
32 - 38
Daily
Digesstate
Voolatile acids (VA)) (mg/ L)
Daily
Digesstate
50 - 330
Alkalinity (mgg/ L)
Daily
Digesstate
1500 - 5000
VA:Alkalinity
Daily Not reqquired
0.1 – 0.2
Daily
Sludgee feed
pH
6.8 - 7.2
Sludgee feed
%)
Moonitor the trend Daily
Total solids (%
V
Volatile
solids (V
VS) (%)
Moonitor the trend Daily
Sludgee feed
Orgaanic loading rate ((kgVS/m3d)
Daily
Sludgee feed
1.6 – 3.2
Gass production (m3/ kg of VS
Daily
Gas stoorage
destroyed)
Gas composittion
Daily
Gas stoorage
< 35% CO2

IV.
7. Methanogeenesis

•Meth
hane (Carbond
dioxide,
Hydrogen,Hydrogeen sulphide)

Fig. 2 Anaerobic digeestion biochemiical process

As shown inn Fig. 2, forr an AD set up in a munnicipal
waastewater treaatment plant, tthe composite particulate m
material
arre usually Prim
mary Sludge ((PS), Secondarry Sludge (SS
S), and
a combination oof both with or
o without the addition of oorganic
waaste (codigesttion) [2], [5]. To ensure a hhigher volatilee solid
reduction, disinntegration_a noon-biological process of breeaking
doown lumps oof composite particulate material couuld be
deeployed. This can be achievved through ennergy applicattion in
the form of ultrrasound, heat, pressure or iin combinationn. The
methods includde; ultrasoundd treatment, thermal hydrrolysis,
m
paasteurisation aand homogenissation [19].
During hydrrolysis, relativvely pure subbstrates are bbroken
doown by the hhelp of extraacellular enzyymes to partiiculate
am
mino acids, m
monosacchariddes and longg chain fatty acids
(L
LCFA). The accidogenic bactteria break down monosacccharide
annd amino acids to mixed orgganic acids, hhydrogen and ccarbon
dioxide. These are further accted upon by acetogenic baacteria
that act on LC
CFA, propionnic, valeric annd butyric accids to
coonvert them too acetate, hyddrogen and caarbon dioxide.. With
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FOAMING
O
IN AN
NAEROBIC DIGE
ESTER

R
Reference [7] defined AD
D foaming ass a buildup of a
mixxture of gas buubbles boundeed by liquid fillms on the surrface
of tthe sludge whhile in activateed sludge wasstewater treatm
ment
proccess, microbiaal foam appearrs as a dark brrown viscous llayer
[12]]. Formation oof foam is onee of the majorr causes of proocess
upseet in biogas pplants [19]. Noo one knows tthe exact causse of
foam
ming as sludgee and digesterr design is a unnique combinaation
andd presents a uunique set of circumstancces with foam
ming
occuurring under the best of circumstancees [21]. Howeever,
foam
ming is consiidered excesssive if it bloccks piping annd/or
escaapes the contaainment of thee anaerobic diigester (AD) [19].
Thee tendency forr a foaming eppisode to connstitute nuisance is
dependent on thee stability of the
t foam. As can be seen from
Fig.. 3, the first column on thhe right is exxperiencing sttable
foam
m as there is a gradual and sustained foaam level for a long
periiod of time. O
On the contraryy, metastable foaming is taaking
placce in the seconnd column by the right withh foaming leveel not
risinng nor reducinng so rapidly.. Obviously, uunstable foam
m had
takeen place in thee two left coluumns as shownn by the solidss left
on the glass waalls as the ffoam collapseed. This foam
ming
poteential test ppresented inn the picturre is a typpical
reprresentation of the possible ooccurrence of foam
f
in ADs.
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U
Unstable foam
m

Metasstable foam

Stable foam
m

Fig.. 3 AlkaSeltzer®
® foaming poteential test

V.

MECHA
ANISM OF FOA
AM IN ANAEROB
BIC DIGESTER
R

Drawing knoowledge from
m the literaturee on foam, w
we will
noow try to undeerstand AD fooaming. Foamiing will occurr when
gaas bubbles thhrough liquid containing surfactants
s
w
with or
wiithout the pressence of somee solid particlees. By virtue of AD
prrocess, gas bubbles,
b
liquiid and surfacctants are inntrinsic
prroperties of the system. Thus, as anaerobic
a
diggestion
prrogresses, bioggas produced will rise to the top due to density
d
difference and are trapped w
within the aquueous solutionn made
upp of surfactaant (detergents entering thhe works) annd bio
suurfactants (prooduced by miccroorganisms during
d
the diggestion
peeriod) forming foam. Usuually, AD fooam has a sppecific
grravity of 0.7 too 0.95 and coontains a lot of solid particles. [5]
Hoowever, the nnature of the fo
foam and the ooperating condditions
in AD determinnes whether a ffoaming nuisaance will arise..
Ideally, AD releases suffi
ficient gas ressulting in increased
hyydrodynamic interaction beetween adjaceent foamed buubbles
duue to an increaase in disjoininng pressure coompared to thhe bulk
prressure. Subsequently, foam
med bubbles brreak to release gas at
the top of the ddigester. On thhe contrary, w
when the digeester is
noot functioning optimally as a result of deeviation from one or
m
more of the connditions statedd in Table II, there is insuffficient
prroduction of gases, then the hydroddynamic interraction
beetween neighbboring bubbless tend to reducce, resulting inn more
em
mulsified bubbbles moving to the surfaace of the diigester
foorming a layer of foam.
At optimal A
AD operating conditions,
c
thee ratio of methhane to
caarbon dioxide pproduced is hiigher. Table I shows that meethane
haas lower denssity and smaaller bubbles compared to other
gaasses that m m
methane make up the AD biiogas. Referennce [9]
foound the solubility of methanne in mesophiilic conditionss in the
digester to be one-twentieth oof that of carbbon dioxide with the
cooefficient of diiffusion of meethane to be 4..5 times greateer than
that of carbon dioxide.
d
Conseequently, coarrsening effect makes
it easier for m
methane gas bbubbles whichh are smaller to be
released faster from
f
the foam
m trap than othher gas compoonents.
Onn the contrarry, when the digester is gooing sour, the acid
foormers (whichh release carbbon dioxide) work much more
quuickly than thee methane-form
ming microorgganisms resultting to
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an iincrease in carrbon dioxide production whhich is biggerr and
not released eassily from thee foam. Thiss results in foam
f
m nuisance.
stabbility developing into a foam
V
Viscosity affeccts the stabilitty of foam as it is the extennt to
whiich a fluid reesists a tendeency to flow by another ffluid.
Connsidering that foaming is likkely to occur at the wet lim
mit of
35%
% [18], this means
m
that for tthe digester nnot to attain a state
of nuisance
n
foam
ming and allow
w the flow of produced
p
biogas to
the headspace annd down to tthe gas storagge, AD should be
operated at an ooptimal organnic loading raate to ensure that
adeqquate viscositty is maintainned in the ddigester. This will
alloow for foamedd bubbles to ddrain easily as well as avoidd the
accuumulation off excess sluddge in the ddigester that will
incaapacitate the aavailable biom
mass. This suppports the ideea by
mosst researcherss that the moost common cause of diggester
foam
ming is orgganic overloaad which iss attributablee to
inteermittent digesster feeding, separate feedding or inadeqquate
blennding of priimary sludgee and WAS
S; insufficientt or
inteermittent digesster mixing; annd excessive aamounts of grrease
or scum
s
in digestter feed (especcially problem
matic if the diggester
is ffed in batchees) [5]. Whenn AD is subj
bjected to orgganic
overload, the diggester contentt is more viscous and therre is
prodduction of moore VFAs thann can be convverted to methhane,
at suuch circumstaances, the acidd formers (whhich release caarbon
dioxxide) work much
m
more quiickly than thee methane-form
ming
miccroorganisms pproducing morre carbon dioxxide .
VI.

FOAM PREDICTION

B
Based on the preceding disscussion, we can conclude that
emuulsification off gas bubbles by liquid conntaining surfacctant
(foaaming) is a reggular occurrennce within thee aqueous phase in
the AD and is deependent on bbiogas producced, surfactantt and
liquuid concentrattion. Since surfactant
s
conncentration is not
easiily determineed in AD as
a observed in an on-ggoing
experiment, it caan be related to the digesteer feed as greater
perccentages of surfactants foound in AD are releasedd as
biossurfactants byy biomass duuring the hyydrolysis stage of
anaeerobic digestioon.
T
Therefore,
Foaming potential =
U
Using this forrmula and appplying historiccal and analyytical
dataa from two fulll scale digesteers, one with a foaming probblem
andd one without, it was found that the ratio was above 200 for
nonn-foaming diggesters and below twennty for foam
ming
digeesters. This is possibly a quuick way for ooperators of biiogas
to determine
d
wheen the digesteer will likely ffoam. In addiition,
adeqquate monitorring of the sysstem using thee parameters listed
in Table
T
II will ggo a long wayy in alerting ooperators of liikely
foam
m events. Em
mphasis shoulld be on propper sampling and
reguular analysis.
VII.

CONC
CLUSION

A detailed stuudy of foam
m formation, and stability has
enabbled a better uunderstandingg of anaerobicc digester foam
ming
andd has assisted in developingg a novel metthod to predicct the
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onset of foam formation by effectively monitoring the
anaerobic digester process and using values obtained from the
monitoring process to determine foaming propensity.

[21] Williams, T. O. & Tim, S., 2012. Mixing Anaerobic Digester with high
strength waste addition. Amherst, Massachusetts, North East Residuals
& Biosolids Conference.
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